A retail diving store, the Diving Locker offers complete skin diving and SCUBA service. Custom tailored rubber suits are made, and special attention is given those with unusual diving demands. A water-lubricated Rix compressor provides "country fresh air". Biggest fish weighed at the store this year was a 349 pound black sea bass—see if you can top that! Every other Thursday throughout the year the Diving Locker presents a free showing of films, amateur and professional. You are invited to enjoy these informal occasions.

Suppliers for spear fishermen, camera bugs, underwater sightseers and diving scientists, the Diving Locker is San Diego's most popular diving equipment center.

Owned and operated by Scientific Diving Consultants, Inc. Chuck Nicklin, Manager
4825 Casi Street Pacific Beach, California HU 8-9088
Hours: 9 to 6 every day of the week . . . Open Friday nights 'til 9
TRAINING

in underwater techniques

Instructor Emil Habecker carefully helps student through first buddy-breathing experience.

Classes in the use of SCUBA are conducted at the Diving Locker. Patterned after the comprehensive course developed at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, the training includes illustrated lectures, pool practice and ocean experience. The staff are Scripps-trained diver-scientists; the lectures are spiced with accounts of field experiences applicable to the techniques being taught.

Course of 4 lectures — 3 pool sessions — 2 ocean dives................................................................. $25.00
Price of course refunded on purchase of diving unit, tank and regulator.

Phone HU 8-9088, the Diving Locker, for information

P. O. Box 471 · La Jolla, California · Phone HU 8-9088
SCIENTIFIC DIVING CONSULTANTS

- Biological Surveying
- Geological Sampling
- Oceanography
- Marine Engineering
- Development and Instrumentation
- Underwater Inspection (Piers, Pipelines, Submerged Equipment)
- Pollution Studies
- Underwater Search and Recovery
- Photography

DIRECTORS
Andreas Rechnitzer, Ph.D.
Wheeler North, Ph.D.
James Stewart
Earl Murray
Harold Scotten
Charles Fleming
Ron Church
Charles Nicklin

Earl Murray and Ron Church confer with officers of the El Segundo Steam Plant after inspection swim down the 2,000 foot intake pipe.
PHOTOGRAPHY

- Underwater and topside still and motion pictures
- Library of movies for sale or rental
- Library of slides of fishes of the world
- Special photographic assignments
- Industrial photographic work
- Films made for television
- Camera equipment for sale or rental

Under the supervision of Ron Church the photographic division of Scientific Diving Consultants, Inc. provides a full range of films, camera types and darkroom procedures for all phases of topside and underwater photography . . .

Awards made to S. D. C. photographers include three 1958 and 1959 Underwater Photographic Society plaques. Their pictures have appeared in Life, Time, National Geographic, Skin Diver and other national magazines. Their motion pictures have appeared on local television, and on such national programs as Conquest and Wide Wide World. Their footage appears in Mysteries of The Deep, Hunters of the Deep, The Sea Around Us and other movies appearing in theaters across this country and abroad.

Phone HU 8-9068 . . . The Diving Locker
. . . For Information